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What a funny week last week was.  Starting on a Tuesday was very confusing, but 

thank you for all of your patience in allowing us to have a Inservice Training Day.  It 

was hilarious to see the children’s faces when I told them that even us teachers 

have to be taught new information and that we were going to have to sit in a 

classroom all day on Monday – when they had a spare family day at home. 

 

It was a really great day for us.  We all took the coach to one of our sister E-Act 

primary schools – Braintcroft in Neasden, London.  We picked up our colleagues 

from Denham Green on the way.  It was a real bonding day – with us all looking and 

exploring the work our children had achieved in their work books and comparing it 

with their counterparts in other schools.  In the afternoon, we had a fun ‘education’ 

quiz before being bused back.  The key aim was to show ‘Team Spirit’ across the 3 

schools and to start ‘Thinking Big’ together.   

 

In coming weeks, we will hopefully start to share some of this linked up thinking!!! 

 

Also, on the Tuesday, we had a fabulous morning with Jack from 

Fitter Future, who ran an assembly, accompanied by some 

workshops.  He has inspired us – so every day, each class will go 

through a 15 minute fitness regime to get our bodies working and 

our minds whirring!  This week, you should receive personalised log – 

ins for your children, so that you can all have a go at home!   

 

Well done to our Yr3 friends, who had logged 3 sessions by the Friday, and won the 

Fitness cup!! 

 

I wonder who will win it next week? 

 

Mrs Tucker 

 

Head Teacher 

 

 

 

   



ALLEY   

  Our top attending class this week is:   
 

This week’s class attendance totals are:  

NURSERY: Cherry 

Class  
RECEPTION: Plum 

Class  
YEAR 1: Pine Class  YEAR 2: Beech Class  

91.2%  86.9%  
99.2%  90.1%  

YEAR 3: Horse 

Chestnut Class  
YEAR 4: Whitebeam 

Class  
YEAR 5: Willow Class  YEAR 6: Silver Birch 

Class  

95.6%  93.2%  98.6%  92.5%  

  
Each class’ total since the start of term is:  

NURSERY: Cherry 

Class  
RECEPTION: Plum 

Class  
YEAR 1: Pine Class  YEAR 2: Beech Class  

87.9%%  92.5%  96.2%  92.8%  

YEAR 3: Horse 

Chestnut Class  
YEAR 4: Whitebeam 

Class  
YEAR 5: Willow Class  YEAR 6: Silver Birch 

Class  

96.5%  93.2%  94.8%  93.4%  

   

 

 

145 pupils gained a 100% Attendance 

Certificate for this week!!! 
 

 
  

  

Yr5 CLASS ASSEMBLY – Friday 18th January 2019 



 

 

Restore Hope starts this week: 

Tuesday 15th Jan – Yr3 and Yr4 

Wednesday 16th Jan – Yr5 and Yr6 

 

 

Here are some updates of what we are 

doing in class next week 

EYFS: Cherry and Plum Classes   

Welcome to the Spring Term in EYFS. 

Its a busy term with children consolidating on what has 

been covered last term and the introduction of new 

topics,themes and books. 

In Maths we are calculating: adding and subtracting and looking at 

patterns in numbers.Looking at patterns aids in solving number problems 

and counting and writing  bigger numbers. 

Our Reading book is No Dinner, a story set in the Indian subcontinent. We 

will be exploring different habitats ,weather and jungle animals. The 

children will be turning our home corner into a tropical jungle! 

Our Topic this term is Once Upon  Time and we are using The Gingerbread 

man to explore this theme. 

We will be making our own dough and baking gingerbread people . 

Ms Tiwana  and Mr Koukoulis 



Year 1: Pine Class 

This week in Year 1, in maths we continue our learning in 

addition and subtraction, and in writing mathematical 

statements. 

In English, we learned the 'Three little pigs' story and we are 

writing our own stories. 

Finally, in art we made our handprints using paint and we are really enjoying 

exploring printing techniques. 

Year 2: Beech Class 

This week Year 2 have been working on the story 'Cat, 

Bramble and Heron'.  We have created a text map, learnt 

the story by heart and acted it out.  
In maths we have been working on place value and 

identifying what each digit means in a 2-digit number. We 

have also been practicing how to spell our numbers.  

We are really enjoyed our Fitter Future workshop on Monday and can't wait to get 

started using it in class next week.  

In Art we have been looking at collages. We looked at a basket of fruit and 

created own collages using the fruit as inspiration.  

Year 3: Horse Chestnut Class 
We are all excited that this week we will be returning to Restore 

Hope (on Tuesday!)    Please make sure that you wear the non-

uniform on this day. 

We have all been busy preparing our School Council 

nominations, and are ready to choose our new representative 

this coming week!  Good Luck everyone! 

Year 4: Whitebeam Class 

It has been our first week back at school and we have all 

been learning about Vikings in topic. In English we have 

been learning the story of Mulenga and the cherries, we 

have also been acting out the story. In reading we have started the story of Arthur 

and the golden rope. Also in maths we are working on multiplication. We think this 

week has been a good start to the year.  

Written by Brooke and Freya 
Year 5: Willow Class 

Last week, we continued with our Multiplication & Division 

Topic in our Maths, where we multiplied up to 4 digit numbers 

by either a one digit or two digit numbers, learning to regroup 

and to apply a short as well as a long multiplication column 

method. In English, we read a Welsh legend called Bedd 

Gelert and discovered the main characters, whom we 

described thoroughly. Additionally, we went through the story 

given by a text mapping process, where we learn the text and 

its features by heart, before analysing it into sections. We 

started investigating on World War I for our Topic, learning the important dates 

and facts in history. In Science, we came across different materials we use in our 



everyday lives and learnt differences between natural and man made materials 

as well as their properties. 

 

Year 6: Silver Birch Class 

This week Year 6 have been working hard to build suspense 

and tension in our warning tale narratives.  

In maths we have been multiplying decimal numbers by 

whole numbers and working on our reasoning skills.  

In Science, we have started our new topic – Classification 

Connoisseurs which will help us to understand how living things are classified.  This 

week, we will be exploring the work of Carl Linnaeus. 

We are very excited about our trip to Amersham museum on Monday linked to our 

WW2 topic for this term.  

In PE we have been choreographing combat dances. We have started using 

apparatus to link gymnastics and dance moves together for a performance.  

 
  
At Chalfont Valley, we now have an active School Council.  This week, our school 

councillors have been thinking about House Teams for January.  They have come up 

with lots of ideas, but want to give all friends another chance to come up with 

suggestions.  The winner was: 

 

Book characters ! 

 

We now have another week of voting to choose the actual names of each House! 


